Interest of 50% nitrous oxide and oxygen premix sedation in gerodontology
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Abstract: Elderly patients presenting cardiovascular, respiratory, or neurological disorders require a specific dental care approach, especially patients presenting Alzheimer’s disease. Sedative procedures can prevent dental care-induced stress, even when there is effective pain control, but they have to be adapted to accommodate age-induced physiological modifications, age-related pathologies, and the concomitant treatments. In many situations, routine sedative prescriptions for dental care, such as benzodiazepine or antihistaminics, are not recommended for these patients. Nitrous oxide inhalation together with a specific behavioral threshold is currently the only sedative procedure adapted to cognitively-impaired elderly patients. Nitrous oxide is able to curb stress and its cardiovascular consequences, improve oxygenation, and optimize cooperation during dental care, making not only rehabilitation treatments but also routine dental care a viable option.
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Introduction

Medical procedures and public health systems need to adapt to the increasing needs of aging populations. The resulting problems are particularly relevant for oral health due to the age-induced increase in oral diseases. A French study1 on 756 institutionalized elderly subjects highlighted that 52% of the residents needed urgent dental care, whereas 89% of them were not currently receiving treatment. These needs are increased for subjects with Alzheimer’s disease. Such patients have greater oral health needs2 as they present impaired oral hygiene,1 but have less oral care provision.4 Alzheimer’s patients face social,5 economic,6,7 and technical obstacles to complete oral health: loss of cognitive and motor skills, loss of autonomy, physiological modifications, impaired adaptation processes, lack of compliance decreasing care access possibilities. Oral sphere alterations have been reported,2 such as impaired chewing capacity, impaired salivary flow, and problems swallowing. Normal aging is accompanied by progressive impairments of the cardiovascular and circulation systems8 characterized by adaptational difficulties in stressful situations (financial years, care), extremes for subjects with dementia.9 At the same time, intellectual agility decreases, and training processes and memory loss10 diminish the capacity to accept and adapt to change. These disturbances, which are recurrent in cognitively-impaired subjects, induce dental care problems.11,12

There has been relatively little research into dental management for uncooperative patients. The few articles that do consider specific oral rehabilitation for such patients suggest a dental procedure involving sedation or general anesthesia.13 However, sedation by inhalation of nitrous oxide/oxygen premix (SPO2) remains a viable dental care strategy and represents the only alternative to general anaesthesia or abstinence. There are many more indications covered14 than is possible under intravenous sedation.15 For younger subjects, the effectiveness and tolerance of SPO2 have been demonstrated14,16 and the procedures validated, but for elderly subjects, the interest, tolerance and procedures have yet to be established.
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Physiological context for elderly subjects during oral and dental care

Normal aging is accompanied by a progressive reduction of respiratory system capacities. This, associated with impaired in-lung gaseous exchanges, explains the frequent hypoxemia encountered in elderly people. Respiratory control is also altered due to age, inducing decreased reactivity to hypoxemia and hypercapnea. Moreover, cough reflex and swallowing impairments can induce breathing disturbances. The impairments of the breathing system related to physiological aging commonly go undiagnosed and are brought to light in stress situations, meaning a prompt oxygen delivery is necessary, such as during impression-making for denture rehabilitation.

Similarly, normal aging is accompanied by progressive blood circulation impairments. At rest, the clinical consequences of these modifications remain minor for a long time, mostly involving only an increase in arterial pressure. However, the main characteristic of the elderly cardiovascular system is its difficulty with coping in stressful situations. Elderly people are particularly exposed during dental care procedures, and dental practitioners need to assess the risks and factor them into care. Although there is a known, real risk of cardiovascular accident during care, the consequences of a stress situation are often postponed, leading to increased blood pressure hours after care given.

The dental care context can be considered as a factor of stress and of cardiovascular effort. Simply evoking the dental treatment can be enough to induce an increase in heart rate and muscular tension. Studies have been performed to evaluate the stress provoked by dental care in elderly subjects. A recent study highlighted the age-related differences in variations of physiological parameters such as heart rate, blood pressure, and blood saturation of oxygen during an impression-making session. The elderly reacted more vigorously to the stress caused by impression-making than younger subjects, and their parameters were slower to return to normal. The variation of these physiological parameters, when extreme, can put vital functions at risk. Dental practitioners, during their interventions, should therefore take these modifications into account, and continuously monitor pulse oxymetry, prevent hypoxemia by facilitating breathing, and initiate oxygen therapy if necessary, with protection of airways.

Proposals for coping with the impaired cardiovascular adaptability of elderly patients

Impaired cardiovascular adaptability means that dental care-induced stress needs to be controlled. In this context, behavioral management is helpful in limiting stress, fostering compliance and enhancing cooperation during care. The techniques need to be geared to age and cognitive deficiency. Thus, precepts of the communication and behavior management strategies can be employed with the persons presenting cognitive deficit. This makes initial hospitality a key moment in the care procedure, since it is based on concepts of respect, dignity and empathy. Appointments should be planned in the late morning in order to avoid changing waking and breakfast habits, or in the early afternoon. Care sessions late in the afternoon are not indicated because many dementia patients are known to show behavioral alterations and experience anxiety linked to nightfall (‘sundown syndrome’). The elderly present auditory, visual or cognitive deficiencies that can lead to stressful situations when they are exposed to overwhelming stimulus in an unfamiliar environment. Thus, to deal with decreased visual acuteness and lighting acclimatization, the practitioner should ideally be situated in front of the patient, fully in their line of sight, to avoid the dazzle caused by the dental chair light. Impaired auditory capability must also be considered, as low frequency sounds are perceived in an abnormally strong way. It is therefore necessary to speak loudly, but without shouting, articulating patiently, and avoiding any sudden noise or breaks. Verbal communication has to remain uninterrupted throughout the session. The care procedure has to be explained and repeated to the patient throughout the session, even at late stage of dementia, if there is any persistent doubt as to level of understanding. During care, it is important to repeat encouragements to avoid feelings of failure and to reassure the patient. The sentences and words employed must be simple, and punctuated by breaks, while explanations have to be reassuring but not infantilizing. Nonverbal communication, by physical contact (hands held for example) or visual contact (looks, smiles), is also an efficient means of comforting the patient. Whether it is by verbal or physical channels, the patient must be made aware of the practitioner’s empathy and respect. When cognitive-behavioral techniques alone are unable to manage the patient’s stress, the indication becomes to implement a sedative pre-treatment or to realize the care under sedation.

Age-related psychological and psychiatric features for oral health and dental care

Cooperation and compliance are decision-making factors in dental treatment planning. In the absence of associated
pathology, most elderly maintain their intellectual capacities and creativity. However, after 70 years of age, decreases in intellectual agility as well as some deterioration in training processes and in memory are reported. Elderly subjects therefore experience more difficulties in dealing with unusual situations, which can lead to withdrawal and social isolation. Around 15%–30% of people aged 65 and over experience significant depressive symptoms. In institutional care, the prevalence of depression is about 40%. Stress and anxiety are omnipresent during care, regardless of age. In this situation, pain during care can generate anxiety and care avoidance, which aggravate difficulties in integrating the healthcare system. Consequently, these subjects show an increased prevalence of infectious oral pathologies like decay and periodontal disease. This disadvantage is a public health concern, involving 10%–18% of Europeans and 19% of North Americans. Prevalence has not been widely studied in elderly people, but is cited at 8.4% in elderly Canadian subjects, 10% in Swedish women aged 60 and over and 7.6% of French persons aged 65 and over.

Problems linked to cognitive impairment

The dental state of subjects presenting dementia is commonly aggravated by illness, making dental care difficult. Independently of the presence of dental phobia or dental anxiety, there is greater difficulty with cooperation with a background of dementia. Pain evaluation for cognitively-impaired subjects is a problem for the practitioner. The pain experienced by elderly subjects is underestimated; hence the risk of not diagnosing pain is higher for subjects presenting cognitive disturbances, due to the subjects’ inability to express pain, absence of anatomo-clinical parallelism and large inter-subject variability. Pain evaluation thus has to be based on observation in the daily monitoring of parameters such as sudden reduction of motility, or behavioral or feeding disturbances. These modifications are more visible by family or carers, but not in a routine way by dentists.

Proposal for uncooperative elderly patients: sedation procedure by inhalation of MEOPA

General framework for use

When the subject is unable to cooperate to the required level, sedation by inhalation of nitrous oxide/oxygen premix offers an alternative to general anesthesia that covers more indications than is possible under heavier sedations administered by intravenous route. The pharmacological action is identical to morphine derivatives. The 50% gas mix allows sedation (inhibition of gag reflex and involuntary movements) and analgesia (covering the pain of anesthetic injections). Nitrous oxide has low blood solubility but diffuses rapidly across the alveolar–arterial membrane. Consequently, induction of sedation and recovery are both very quick, gas metabolism is negligible and almost exclusively eliminated through the lungs. This sedation format does present some absolute contraindications, such as closed air cavities, recent cranial traumatism, intracranial hypertension, and consciousness disturbances, plus other relative contraindications such as cardiac or deep broncho-pulmonary insufficiency, facial traumatism, or intervention site interfering with the mask application region. Most studies report the use of 50% nitrous oxide/oxygen mixture in combination with other medications. So, precautionary measures need to be taken if the patient is using medicines that alter consciousness or breathing patterns (ie, morphine derivatives, benzodiazepines, and other psychotropics). Nevertheless, no study has been yet conducted in geriatrics.

Effectiveness and tolerance in geriatric subjects

There are very few studies specifically targeting the effectiveness or tolerance of sedation techniques in the elderly, although the topic is widely described for children and adults. The criteria widely taken in account when studying the effectiveness of nitrous oxide are the feasibility of the procedure and/or patient cooperation. Reported success rates range from 64% to 94% when administered during urgent care, in pediatric procedures and in gynecological procedures. In dentistry, the effectiveness of sedation is cited at around 90%, but this figure did not exclusively cover patients aged 65 and over.

In a review by Collado and colleagues, the prevalence of minor adverse events during sedation with nitrous oxide was reported as ranging from 0% to 68%, according to the indications. Onody and Hennequin, studying 35,828 sessions with oxygen/nitrous oxide premix, reported a 4.4% rate of adverse effects, 45% of which were gastrointestinal reactions (nausea, vomiting), 41% neurological (headache, vertigo) and 14% not specified. This study assessed the risk of adverse effects at 3/10,000 administrations. One study on elderly patients focusing on tolerance of nitrous oxide when
used for analgesia recorded 22% adverse effects, all minor. Another study on 82 dental care sessions accomplished by practitioners newly trained in this sedation technique evaluated the rate of adverse effects during geriatric dental care as 17%.

Nitrous oxide sedation in gerodontology

In theory, all types of dental care (hygiene, conservative care, surgery, implants, and prosthesis) are possible under sedation by inhalation of nitrous oxide. The difficulty resides more in the number of sessions necessary to complete the oral treatment. The organization necessary for transport, accompanying carers when needed, and patient tiredness caused by the care process and travel makes a long series of sessions impracticable. The therapy must therefore be adapted to the number of possible sessions. At the first stage, most acts accomplished under sedation for resistive or uncooperative patients are centered on oral hygiene. Oral hygiene restores oral comfort and decreases the risks of infectious respiratory tract diseases such as pneumonia, which is the major cause of hospital fatalities in elderly patients. Sedation by inhalation can be regularly repeated to clean up the oral cavity of patients resisting hygiene care. These elements are particularly important for immunodepressed patients or patients presenting a depressed cough reflex. The concept of the benefit/risk ratio justifies that avulsions are the most frequent acts. For elderly patients presenting swallowing impairments, sutures after avulsion in order to avoid blood and saliva being inhaled are easier under sedation. Either way, prosthodontic rehabilitation plans remain simple.

Interest of nitrous oxide in dementia settings

The interest of sedation by inhalation of nitrous oxide in dentistry has been assessed for dental care-phobic patients, young children, subjects with mental deficiencies and some spot indications (gag reflex). The sedative effect of the nitrogen protoxide can be also useful for elderly subjects presenting cognitive disturbances. In most cases, the opposition behavior of these patients is directly linked to the absence of dental care. Infections and/or painful states set in, but sedative, analgesic and antibiotic medication are not provided due to difficulties of expression and perception in neurodegenerative pathology. This means that the clinician faces the risk of underestimating the patient’s needs, and it has been reported that dementia patients use less pain-relieving sedative analgesics than noncognitively-impaired subjects.

Description of dental care sessions with nitrous oxide

During the care session, two practitioners have to be present. One of the carers practises the care, meanwhile the other surveys patient’s physiologic parameters (blood pressure, heart rate, and blood oxygenation), and state of sedation, patient skin color and sudation. All along the gas administration, breathing is surveyed by the balloon movements of inflation/deflation.

Primary to sedation, the events expected to occur during the session are explained to the patient, even if his cognitive skills are deeply impaired, then the mask positioned on his nose and mouth, and its utility explained. Then sedation can begin, the induction duration, usually realized in three minutes for adults, is longer and subject to variation in elderly. Light physical restraint is sometimes necessary at the beginning of induction and usually realized by holding hands away from the mask, and when possible, by the patient’s accompanying person. All along the session, the practitioners keep explaining calmly what is done, and reassuring the patient. Completion of sedation is sometimes difficult to assess with patient presenting Alzheimer disease, but usually, when neuromotor disorders cease (teeth grinding, hands tension), induction is completed. Dental care with such type of sedation has to be no longer than 30 minutes, and the less tiring for the patient as possible. Prior to the sedation session, the acts of care are determined but then the treatment is adjusted to the behavior and the physical parameters of the patient. The care can begin after the induction is completed by removing the mask from the nose and mouth of the patient. In children and cooperative adults the mask is usually put on the nose and the patient asked to breath by the nose. For uncooperative subjects, nose respiration on purpose is impossible so there is no utility to put the mask in this position which encroaches on their vision, and can lead to behavioral disorders. The time intend for care between two applications of mask is short, about 30 to 45 seconds and the practitioner must have clinical experience in providing dental care under this type of sedation to be efficient. The duration of recovery after sedation depends on the patient breathing capacity (about 3 mn). A diminution in blood oxygen saturation can occur just after the mask removal, but necessity of oxygen inhalation remains rare. The session is completed when the patient regains his skills, for Alzheimer’s patients, the recovery of babble or stereotyped movements (scratching, rubbing, teeth grinding) sign recuperation.
Conclusion
In settings where patients display a high level of opposition to treatment, sedation by nitrous oxide appears to be a good alternative to general anesthesia. Clinical procedure for these frail patients is a difficult choice, and the notion of benefit/risk ratio has to be taken into account. There is a real risk of complications under general anesthesia, especially for this type of patient. However, the tolerance and effectiveness of nitrous oxide in these subjects remains to be confirmed through clinical trials. In all situations, ethically-speaking, it is difficult to leave elderly patients exposed to such infectious situations, with all concomitant consequences (pain, risk of breathing in germs, sepsisemia, and heart disorder). The decision must therefore be made collegially, with the family and the anesthetist, according to the clinical situations and the presence of co-morbidities.
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